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INTRODUCTION
Relevance and development of the topic. The study of the
lexical composition of a poetic work holds credible prospects at the
present stage of development of linguistics. In this regard, the study
of lexical-thematic groups, which include somatisms as well, is of
great interest. Thus, the idea of the anthropocentricity of a language
turns into key directions of modern linguistics. Somatic vocabulary
(gr. soma «body») forms as the result of study of the human body, its
parts, internal and external organs as a s ymbol. Somatic phraseology
refers to anthropological linguistics, which suggests studying a
language in close connection with a human and his mind, thinking,
spiritual and practical activities. Somatic vocabulary is one of the
ancient lexical groups within all languages. Study of this ancient
layer of vocabulary in the semantic-morphological and linguoculturological, as well as stylistic aspects becomes the subject of
close research. Somatisms in linguistics are considered as special
language means to mark phenomena, refer to the realm of
corporeality. These words are used to name human body parts, its
internal and external organs. The word “somatism” derives from the
Greek word somatos - “body”. The use of somatisms in artistic,
poetic speech has a rich tradition in Farsi-language poetry. Love is
the main theme of the oriental poetry. To describe a beloved beauty
poets often used somatisms. Addressing them they created
metaphors: hair, lips, eyelashes, neck, eyes, posture, waist, bangs,
forehead, teeth, arms, body and other somatisms appeared in
different phrases, which are quite frequent in classic Persianlanguage poetry (hereinafter CPLP). The complex study of somatic
vocabulary in Farsi has not yet been the subject of a special research.
The scientific-theoretical relevance of the presented work is
due to the lack of systematic research on this issue. This topic plays a
significant role in the study of features of CPLP and requires new
scientific-theoretical research
Object and subject of the research. is somatisms - names of
human body parts used in CPLP and in Persian-language works of
Azerbaijani classics. Subject of the research is are such natural
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somatisms, as “hair and bangs”, “lips”, “eyelashes”, “eyes”, “teeth”,
and such convectional, as “soul” and “spirit”. These somatisms are
the most frequently used to aggrandize the beloved. Present research
studies their frequency, role and functional significance in structuralsemantic organization of poetical text
Objectives and tasks of the research is to define the role of
somatisms in structural- semantic organization of the text in classic
Farsi-language literature (hereinafter CPLL). Within purpose set the
following questions were regarded:
1) To define the place of somatic vocabulary in lexical system
of Persian;
2) To identify the structure of somatic space using dictionary
entries;
3) To define semantic-functional role of somatisms in
phraseology of Persian;
4) To identify frequently used somatisms in CPLP and define
figurative-semantic features of somatisms;
5) To give characteristics to somatisms-tropes and analyze
poetic figures based on somatisms;
6) To give characteristics of Sufi terms which are created of
somatisms.
As a research method for lingvo-poetic analysis is chosen
descriptive, lingvopoetic analysis, comparative and functionalstylistic method.
Main statements presented for defense:
1. Somatic vocabulary is the most ancient layer of vocabulary
and it occupies a significant place in lexis of Persian.
2. Somatisms play a great role in the word-building system of
Persian and creating onyms.
3. Persian is rich with phraseological units, based on
somatisms.
4. Somatic vocabulary is widely presented in classic Farsilanguage poetry.
5. By its conceptual-semantic potential and figurative
implementation somatisms have a big significance in structuralsemantic organization of text.
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6. In created stylistic figures the most frequent are such
natural somatisms as “hair”, “lips”, “eyelashes”, “eyes”, ‘teeth’ and
conventional “soul”, “spirit”.
7. Stylistic features of somatisms in divans are quite
distinctive. There are metaphors, antitheses, comparison, parallelism,
chiasmas built on somatisms
The scientific value of the research. Today there is a great
lack of separate monographic research on studied question.
Dissertation for the degree of PhD in Philology by A.A. Umnyashkin
“Somatic vocabulary of Iranian languages of Azerbaijan”, Dushanbe
2014, can be considered as the only source. Present work mainly
deals with comparative analysis of the somatic vocabulary of new
Iranian languages of the Western group, spread on the territory of
Azerbaijan (on examples of the Talish and the Tat languages). Also it
worth to mention the articles by N.Y. Chalisova on Sharaf al-Din
Rami’s work “The Lover’s companion” (Anis al-ushshaq). The
author writes: “Sharaf al-Din Rami’s work “The Lover’s companion”
(Anis al-ushshaq) tells about the system of conventions of figurative
language of CPLP in description of appearance of lovers. The work
covers 19 body parts”. This question is also partly researched in
monograph by Sh.A. Alibeyli “Fizuli’s Persian divan: lingvo-poetic
features”.
The main scientific value of the dissertation is that this topic
was studied for the first time. The dissertation collects the most
frequent somatisms of classical Persian-language poetry, gives their
linguistic-semantic, poetic-functional definition. The study creates an
opportunity to determine how the Azerbaijani classics used the
Persian language, the art of words, to trace the characteristic features
of their style.
Theoretical and practical significance of the research The
study of somatic vocabulary of Persian-language poetry allows
researchers to better define and evaluate the style of poets.
Knowledge gained from the present work where understudied
aspects of the language of Persian-language poetry were researched
can be used in guidance and resources for special courses of
linguistics. Theoretical background of the present research consists
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of works by both local and foreign researchers engaged in linguistic
studies particularly in the field of lingvo-poetics.
Approbation and application. Main provisions of the
dissertation were shown in author’s presentations on various state
research-to-practise conferences, in publications in scientific journals
from the list of the State Commission for Academic Degrees and
Titles of Azerbaijan, as well as in articles published in collections of
scientific articles issued abroad
Name of the organization the dissertation work was
performed at. The work was performed at the department of the
"Iranian phylology" of the Institute of Oriental Studies named after
Z.M.Bunyadov of the Azerbaijan National Academy of Sciences.
The structure of the dissertation.Dissertation consists of
Introduction, three chapters, conclusion, and bibliography.
Introduction contains 6 pages, Chapter I - 20 pages, Chapter II - 65
pages, Chapter III - 22 pages, conclusion - 11 pages, bibliography 17 pages. The dissertation consists of 150 pages and 235,135
characters.
MAIN BODY OF THE DISSERTATION
Chapter I of the work “Somatic space in lexical system of
Farsi” consists of four parts. The first part “Principles of
lexicographic description of somatisms in Persian-language
dictionaries” deals with lexicological description of somatisms on
base of entries in the Dekhoda Dictionary, Moin Encyclopedic
Dictionary and Farhang-e Amid. Microstructure of these Persianlanguage glossaries gives detailed characteristics of somatisms. In a
study of lexical system of Persian somatisms play a significant role.
There are more than 100 recorded somatisms and derived words in
used dictionaries. The principle of the systemic lexicographic
description of somatisms makes it possible to describe this thematic
group of lexis of Persian as special layer with distinctive features.
The use of somatisms in substandard language called [عامیانهamijane]
is also of great interest.
6

A significant place in studied dictionaries is taken by idioms
with somatic elements. Illustrative material such as distiches and
prose is also worth studying. They serve as an important mean to
reveal the meaning of somatism. It should be noted, that such
illustrative material is given only on Dehkhoda.
The second part is named “The role of somatisms in wordbuilding in Farsi”. Study of the system of word-building in Farsi
shows that process of making new words based on somatisms can be
regarded as one of the most important sources of enrichment of lexis.
There are various models of word-building based on somatisms,
which play the role of word-building cell to create a specific system
of word creation. For instance, a morphological word-building which
includes affixation - “همدستpartner”, suffix-prefix structure - همدستی
“participation”, semi-affixation - affixation + word-composition
 دستکاری- “manual production, craft”; and word-composition somatism + somatism “بیدست و پاweak, laggard”; somatism + noun
دستبند- “bracelet, hand-cuffs (hand + cuff)” etc. There also are plenty
of anthroponyms with the element of somatisms in Farsi. For
instance,  چشم آذر- Cheshmazer,  گلچهره- Golchekhre,  رخسارهRokhsare,  دل افروز- Delafruz,  گل اندام- Golandam. A lot of somatisms
take part in composition of terms, such as: names of occupations “زبانشناسlinguist”; “چشم پزشکeye doctor”; names of flowers - چشم
“خروسAbrus precatorius”; names of hygene objects - دندان پاک کن
or دندان شویor دندان کاو- “toothpick”.
The third part is called “Synonymic row of somatisms”. Due
to the wide variety of meanings, range of shades and connection
with the same semantic field, to convey the nicety of narration and
fullness of emotions poets used to use synonyms. As the concept of
synonymics in linguistics is a well-studied field, present
dissertation is focused mainly on somatisms which have the same
semantic base and are joined in a semantic row. For instance, the
semantic row of the word “eye”  دیده،  عین، [چشمcheshm], [eyn],
[dide] is used in Nizami’s works:
چنان چون شمس کانجم را دهد نور
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دهد ما را سعادت چشم بد دور
(Like sun, which gives a shining to stars, / He gives us
happiness, let [God] forbid him from the evil eye).
به وقت خوشدلی چون شمع پرتاب
2
دهن پر خنده داری دیده پر آب
(Let the candle shine brightly during the celebration, / Let your
mouth be full of smile and eyes [full of]tears).
ای چارده ساله قرةالعین
3
بالغ نظر علوم کونین
(Forteen years old light of my eyes, / If front of you the path of
knowledge is straight and open).
Here we meet the loan-word [ قرةالعینgorattuleyn] “light of the
eye” from Arabic, where the somatism [ عینeyn] “eye” takes place.
In figurative speech  قرةالعینis used to indicate a child - either son or
daughter.
“Synonyms apart from the main meaning-defining function
for differentiation the meaning of the words, can also play the styledefining function. In this case monostyle and diverse-style synonyms
appear”.4 For instance, in the synonymic row [ فرزندfarzand], ولد
[valad], [ اوالدoulad] [ پورpur], [ بچهbachche] the word قرةالعین
[gorgttuleyn] is also present. In this synonymic row all words are
monostyle synonyms, except Arabic word composition  قرةالعینwhich
is a stylistic synonym.
The fourth part «Somatisms in phraseology of Farsi» deals
with idioms based on somatisms. Persian proverbs cannot always be
separated from sayings, as there is no clear boarder between them.
They all are collected under one term [ضرب المثلzarbolmasal] or مثل
[masal]. Iranian scholars use to classify phrases according to
1

۲۱  ص،۱۳۷۹، پارس بوک، ویرایش و تایپ:  امین بابایی پناه،نظامی گنجوی. ا خسرو و شیرین
2 ۳۶ ص،۱۳۹۲ ، امین بابایی پناه ویرایش و تایپ، تهران.، خسرو و شیرین.نظامی گنجوی
3
۳۶ ص،۱۳۹۲ ، امین بابایی پناه ویرایش و تایپ، تهران.، خسرو و شیرین.نظامی گنجوی
4
Барышников, А.Ф. Лексикология и фразеология персидского языка: курс
лекций / А. Барышников. –Москва: Военный Краснознамённый институт, –
1982. –s.125
8
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somatisms used in them.5 For instance: family - طفل اگر تودهء خاکستر
 نور دو چشم پدر و مادر است، –استAlthough the child is weak, he is still
“the light of the eye” for his parents; or socio-domestic relations - دهن
 – مردم را نمی شود دوختYou cannot sew people’s mouth etc.
«Phraseological units, in contrast to homonymous to them free
phrases and non-phraseological stable verbal complexes, have such
a feature as semantic transformation”.6 For instance:  چشم داشتن- “to
have an eye” (free phrase) and “to hope” (idiom). The most common
type of semantic transformation in Farsi is figurative metaphorical
interpretation, where somatisms are often involved. For example: با
 پنبه سر بریدن- “to cut the head off with the cotton”.
Along with phraseological units, which have a sentence
structure, there are also some which have noun (somatism) +
preposition + noun structure. As an illustration:  سر به زیر-“sad”, خلقه
به گوش- “slave” etc.
The Chapter II of the research “Somatic vocabulary in classic
Farsi-language poetry” consists of two parts and can be considered
as the main body of the research as it studies the numerous
metaphors created by poets where somatism is the main component.
The first part “Linguopoetic description of natural
somatisms in classic Farsi-language poetry” consists of seven
subdivisions, where linguopoetic features of seven different
somatisms such as "«"چشمeyes», "«" ابروbrows», "«"دندانteeth»,
"«"مژهeyelashes», " «"لبlips», "«"زلفhair», "«"دست و پاarms and
legs» are studied, examples from works by Farsi-language poets are
given. They were often compared to the letters of the Arabic
alphabet.
زان گوش همچون جیم تو زان چشم همچو صاد تو
7
زان قامت همچون الف زان ابروی چون نون خوش

Голева Г.С. Фразеология современного персидского языка/Г.Голева. –
Москва: Муравей, – 2006. – 68s.
6
Ibid – 17s.
7
 زیر نظر نصرالاله، جالل الدین محمد بلخی رومی/  مثنوی معنوی. جالل الدین محمد بلخی،رومی
ص۴۷۸ – ۱۳۷۱– ، مرکز نشر دانشگاه: – تهران.پورجوادی
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(Your pretense is sweet, your variegation is sweet, / Your eyes and
eyebrows are beautiful, your statue and height are nice).
شیوه و ناز تو شیرین خط و خال تو ملیح
8
چشم و ابروی تو زیبا قد و باالی تو خوش
(Your sweetness and tenderness are sweet, your mole is gentle/ Your
eyes and eyebrows are beautiful, your height is pleasant)
2.1.1 This subsection deals with a lexicographic description of the
somatism "" "چشمeye" in various dictionaries, examines its
characteristic features from a semantic-functional point of view, for
example: the traditional use of somatism "eyes" in the meaning of
"two eyes":
از آب دو چشم من بگردد هر شب
9
جز سنگ دلت هر آسیا سنگ که هست
(Every night my (two) eyes are looking for tears, / And your
heart is a stone, like a millstone)
Using the synonyms of somatism "eyes" in one distich (beit).
For example, also the use of Persian " "چشمand Arabic ""عین:
اي نورچشم مستان درعین انتظارم
10
چنگ حزین و جامي بنواز یا بگردان
(Oh light of drunken eyes11, I'm waiting for your eyes, / Play
something on chang and gong or leave)
The use of somatism "eyes" in metaphorical expressions for
"color". So, Khagani instead of “two drunk black eyes” writes “two
drunken Yemeni brides”.
Sufi terms with somatism “eyes”. For example, چشمهای ترکانه"Turkic eyes" - means hiding the state of a Sufi from oneself and
from others.
پیش آن چشمهای ترکانه

۱۳۸۸ ، انتشارات گنجینه: تهران.با شرح ابیات.  دیوان حافظ شیرازیی به کوشش ناهید فرشادمهر,
287 s.
9
ص۹۸–.۱۹۸۵– ، یازیچی: –باکو. گنجوی. م/ روبایات:مهستی گنجوی
10
 انتشارات گنجینه: تهران.با شرح ابیات.  دیوان حافظ شیرازیی به کوشش ناهید فرشادمهر،نجینه
ص۴۲ ، ۱۳۸۸،
11
Чалисова, Н.Ю. Собеседник влюблённых о глазах и ресницах
возлюбленных // – Москва: У времени в плену, – 2000. – 39 0s.
10
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بندهای و کمینه هندویی
(In front of these Turkic eyes / Indian becomes your slave and
your servant).
2.1.2 This subsection deals with the use of somatism ""ابرو
"eyebrows" in idiomatic expressions. For example, ابرو ترش کردنfiguratively meaning "anger", literally "frown".
تو صد شکرستانی ترش چه کردی ابرو
13
سبکتر از صبایی چرا شوی گران جان
(You are a hundred sweet lips, why did you knit your
eyebrows? / You are lighter than morning breeze, why did you
become slow?)
Here traditional izafet constructions are studied, the first or
second component of which is the somatism "eyebrow": تیغ ابرو- "tip
of eyebrows", چوگان ابرو- "chovgan of eyebrows", کمان ابرو- "bow of
eyebrows", هالل ابرو- "crescent of eyebrows", etc.,  ابروی شوخ- "flirty
eyebrows", ابروی مشکین- "black eyebrows", ابروی هاللی- "crescent
eyebrows", ابروی غماز- "flirty eyebrows", etc.
2.1.3 This subsection notes the widespread use of somatism
"" "دندانteeth" in the formation of medical temins: دندان پزشک"dentist", دندان درد- "toothache", etc. The use of phraseological units
with somatism "tooth" in a poetic text is also shown here. For
example, Sahib Tabrizi, to convey the meaning of "endure",
introduces the poetic text of the expression سر دندان نهادن
ِ دندان بر- "put
a tooth on a tooth":
چون صدف هر کس که دندان بر سر دندان نهد
14
گوهر شهوار جاي حرفش آید بر زبان
(Like mother-of-pearl, everyone who endured, / From his mouth
instead of words, regal pearls pour).
12

 زیر نظر نصرالاله، جالل الدین محمد بلخی رومی/  مثنوی معنوی. جالل الدین محمد بلخی،رومی
۱۲۳۴. –ص.۱۳۷۱– ، مرکز نشر دانشگاه: – تهران.پورجوادی
13
 زیر نظر نصرالاله، جالل الدین محمد بلخی رومی/  مثنوی معنوی. جالل الدین محمد بلخی،رومی
 ص۶۱۰– .۱۳۷۱– ، مرکز نشر دانشگاه: – تهران.پورجوادی.
14
 دکتر پرویز ناتل٬ یادی از صایب٬عالمه شبلی نعمانی، صائب تبریزی/ دیوان اشعار.صائب تبریزی
 ص۶۰۰ – .۱۳۹۸ – ، مؤسسه انتشارات نگاه: – تهران.خانلری.
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In this subsection also is shown a semantic classification of
lexemes expressing objects of imitation in a poetic text: "گوهرpearl",
"صدفmother of pearl", "درpearl", "مدواریدpearl", "حبtablet", تگرگ
"hail", "لماسdiamond", "مسمارnail", قفل- "key", "تسبیحrosary", ستاره
"روینStar of Parvin", قطره شیر- "a drop of milk", etc.
2.1.4 This subsection deals with the somatism ""مژه
"eyelash", which occupies a special place in poetic figures. The use
of somatism "eyelash" in the plural, the characteristic features of its
use in metaphorical expressions with the meaning of "sharp" are
represented by numerous examples: مژگان- "sword of the eyelashes",
نیش مژگان- "arrow of the eyelashes", خنجر مژگان- "dagger of
eyelashes", شمشیر مژگان- "sword of eyelashes", نیش مژگان- "sting of
eyelashes", etc.
ازتیر مژه چه صید میکرد
15
وان ابروی چون کمان چه میشد
([Where are those days] when you hunted with arrows of your
eyelashes? / And what happened to those bow-like eyebrows?)
Non-traditional metaphorical expressions with the first and
second component - somatism "eyelash", are also studied here, for
example, such as باد مژگان- "wind of eyelashes", پالونۀ مژگان- "fan of
eyelashes", ابر مژه- "cloud of eyelashes", مژگان گوهرافشان- "eyelashes
scattering pearls", مژگان خونخوار- "bloodthirsty eyelashes", مژۀ جان
فرسای- "tormenting eyelashes", etc.
2.1.5 " "لب- "lips". This subsection deals with the role of
somatism "lips" in word formation: شکرلب- "sweet-mouth", شیرینلب"sweet-mouth", انگبین لب- "lips like honey", etc.
Here is also studied a classification of the poetic
characteristics of somatisms found in Persian poetry: color, shape,
taste, sound.
1.one of the most common themes is lip color:
ازان به قیمت مي جان دهند مخموران
16
لعل یار نزدیک است مي به لب که رنگ
Idib,  ص۲۸۷.
 دکتر پرویز ناتل٬ یادی از صایب٬عالمه شبلی نعمانی، صائب تبریزی/ دیوان اشعار.صائب تبریزی
۱۹. – ص.۱۳۹۸ – ، مؤسسه انتشارات نگاه: – تهران.خانلری.
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(For wine, the drunked give their life, / After all, the color of the
wine is similar to the color of the ruby lips of a beloved)
2. the shape of the lips is often similized to a bud:
لب غنچه را کایدش بوي شیر
17ز کام گل سرخ در دم عبیر
(To the bud of your lips, smelling of milk / Let the rose from your
mouth give its scent)
3. The taste of the lips was mainly expressed by the epithet "sweet":
،شرح لب شیرین تو میکرد نسیمی
18
نی ناله برآورد و فغان در شکر افتاد
(Nasimi described your sweet mouth / The flute groaned, her groan
turned into sugar)
4. The concept of "sound" is mainly reflected in the following
expressions: لب فریادخیز- "screaming lips", زمزمه جوش لب- "crooning
lips", لب خندان- "smiling lips", etc
هر ساغری به آب لب خندان نمی رسد.
19
هر تشنه لب به جشمۀ حیوان نمی رسد
(Not every goblet will reach the moisture of smiling lips / Not every
thirsty lips will reach the source of living water)
2.1.6. " "زلف- one of the frequently encountered poetisms is "curls",
"hair". Its entire synonymous series was actively used by poets when
describing beloved beauty, love experiences and feelings: [گیسوgisu]
، [موmu] ، [بشکbᾱşk] ، [جعدjᾱ'd] ، [شعرşᾱ'r]  طره،[torre] ، کاکل
[kakol] ، [گاللهgolale]. In this subsection, from a semantic and
functional point of view, traditional for Persian-language poetry
izafet constructions with a second component are investigated:
"  زنجیر زلف:""زلفchain of curls", "هوای زلفweather of curls", هدیه
"زلفgift of curls", "راه زلفpath of curls", "جعد زلفcurls of curls", دام
"زلفtrap of curls", "نسیم زلفbreeze of curls", "کمند زلفlasso of curls",
"پرده زلفcurtain of hair", "حلقه زلفring of curls", "باد زلفwind of

– .  امین بابایی پناه ویرایش و تایپ: – تهران. نظامی گنجوی/  خسرو و شیرین.نظامی گنجوی
۱۱۳ص.۱۳۹۲
18  ص۳۱– .۱۹۷۳ – .۲  – جلد، علم: – باکی. عمادالدین نسیمی/ [جلد۲ ]:نسیمی نسیمی اٌثرلری.
19
 دکتر پرویز ناتل٬ یادی از صایب٬عالمه شبلی نعمانی، صائب تبریزی/ دیوان اشعار.صائب تبریزی
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hair", "کفر لف " خاتم زلفtip of curls", "سایهٔ زلفshadow of curls", پریشانی
"زلفruffled hair", etc.
Also various izafet phrases, the first component of which is the
somatism "curl" are also investigated. The most common variants of
the phrase "black curls" are  زلف سیاه, زلف مشکین, زلف هندو,تیره زلف.
And also other colors: "زلف طالیgolden curls", "زلف دود آساsmoky
curls", etc.
In the Classical Persian-language poetry the most characteristic
poetic moment is the describtion of a curl in the aroma verses:
عطار شدم ز عطر زلف تو
20
زان عطر دگر عطا همي جويم
(I became a perfumer because of the scent of your curls, / From this
scent I seek another gift).
Other features of somatism "curls" were also investigated. For
example, size: long curls:
اگر به زلف دراز تو دست ما نرسد
21
گناه بخت پريشان و دست کوته ماست
(If our hand does not reach your long hair, / This is the fault of our
unhappy fate and our short arms)
Sound:
تا برآمد در جهان آواز ٔه زلف و رخش
22
کیمیای کفر و دین را روز بازاری نماند
(As the song of her curls and face will sound over the world, / There
will be no alchemy of sin and faith on the bazaar day)
The form:
23 يوسف گم گشت ٔه ما زير بند زلف توست
گه گهی ما را خبر زان زلف خم در خم فرست
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(Our lost Yusif is in the chains of your hair, / From time to time he
sends us news of your curls)
The second part «Linguopoetic description of conventional
somatisms “« ”روحsoul» and “« ”جانspirit». Depending on the
nature of the object of the nomination, somatic vocabulary is divided
into natural and conventional. According to R.M. Weintraub
conventional somatisms are associated with comprehension of the
development of the material and spiritual culture of each people in
specific conditions.24 The soul actualizes the relationship with life,
expresses kindness, emotion etc., while the lexeme “spirit” refers to
mental abilities, to reason (for example, “spirit of contradiction”).25
In the CFLP conventional somatisms such as جان، «روحsoul, spirit»
are an integral part of love lyrics, where they are used to describe
feelings. In izafet constructions the most frequent semantic attraction
of the word « »روحare such lexemes as “مرغbird”, “پاکpure”, طایر
“soaring”.
In some cases word combinations which include such
component as “soul” are synonyms of anthroponyms.26 The names of
the Archangel Gabriel  روح اعظم جبرئیل،  روح االمینand Prophet Jesus
Christ  عیسی پیغامبر-  روح القدسcan be the example. In the instance
given below the stylistic and syntactic positions of the repetition of
the somatism ""جانare clearly shown.
ای جان جان جانم تو جان جان جانی
بیرون ز جان جان چیست آنی و بیش از آنی
پی میبرد به چیزی جانم ولی نه چیزی
(27تو آنی و نه آنی یا جانی و نه جانی

Плужникова, Д.М. Поэтика соматизмов в творчестве Беллы Ахмадулиной: /
диссертация кандидата филологических наук. / –Белгород, –2017. – 19 p.
25
Маслова, В.А. Лингвокультрология. Учебное пособие. Для студентов
высших учебных заведений / В.А.Маслова. – Москва: Академия, –2001. – 138
p.
26
Ахманова, О. С. Словарь лингвистических терминов /О. С. Ахманова.–
Москва: Советская энциклопедия, – 1966. – 47 s.
27
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(Oh soul, a soul of my soul, you are a soul of the soul of my soul/
what is soul without a spirit, just a moment and nothing else)
In this Attar’s distich the repetition of the somatism ""جانin
syntactic position  جانی، جانمcreates special emotional, poetic and
acoustic melody.
Somatism “ ”جانis also used as a part of idioms in poetic
texts. It is often found in phraseological location امثال.
کرده ام اقرار جان دادن فضولی در رهش
.گر کشندم بر نخواهم گشت از اقرار خود
(I promised, Fuzuli will give his soul for you, / even if I
would be killed, I would not break my promise)28
The phrase “to give one’s soul for smth.” in Farsi-language
literature can be implemented also to inanimate objects. For example,
Hafiz says, that “even if a black stone gives its soul - it will still not
become a ruby”.
پرواز من به بال و پر تیغ و خنجرست
29
 مرغ روح مرا بال دیگرست،هر زخم
(My wings are swords and daggers in my flight, / Every wound is
another wing of the bird of my soul).
“Heart” and “soul” often appear as identical concepts
replacing each other, but even more often they differ. Fuzuli called a
heart “the capital of the soul”, in Sufism it is called “the treasury of
mysteries”. 30
The Chapter III “Stylistic distinction of somatisms” consists
of three parts. The first part is called “Role of repetition of
somatisms in structural-semantic organization of text” and
consists of two subdivisions:
1. Lexical repetition deals with simple verbal repetitions used
by poets to enhance the emotional-expressive emphasis of words. In

Əlibəyli, Ş. Füzulinin farsca divanı: linqvo-poetik özəlliklər / Ş.Əlibəyli.– Bakı:
Nafta-Press, – 2008. – s.228
29
دیوان صائب, Nosokhan e-library [electronic resource]. – Mode of access:
http://www.nosokhan.com/Library/Topic/0KAB
30
Əlibəyli, Ş. Füzulinin farsca divanı: linqvo-poetik özəlliklər / Ş.Əlibəyli.– Bakı:
Nafta-Press, – 2008. – s 226 .
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artistic speech a word or several words are repeated only in order to
evoke their emotional-expressive pronunciation. This syntactic
technique is called verbal repetition. Verbal repetition is especially
expressive when the same somatism is used at the beginning of two
or more successive beits (distiches) or two and more successive
prose phrases. Such a syntactic technique is called anaphora (gr.
аnaphora – “carrying back”) They all usually create radifs. The
combination of anaphora and epiphora is called symploce and is a
lexical repetition of a somatism both at the beginning and at the end
of verses. Such structure in the oriental poetry corresponds to the
stylistic figure [رد العجز على الصدرrad al ajuz ala s sadr].
2. Syntactic repetitions deals with repetitive syntactic
constructions of one structure or parts of these constructions, such as
the abundance of simple uncomplicated sentences in the text - they
consist of repetition of the words of the same part of speech.31
 دل همه خون عاشقی،نارهمه دل و دهن
32
سیب همه رخ و ذقن رخ همه خال دلبری
(All the pomegranate of your heart and mouth, all the blood of the
lover's heart, / Apple of the face and chin, all the moles on the lover’s
face)
Considered in the second part «Functional-semantic features
of epithets with a somatic component» are studied both from
literature studies and linguistic perspective. In the system of poetic
epithets mainly adjectives step forward from lexico-grammatical
group of words. They are not the ordinary adjectives. Performing
stylistic-aesthetic, evaluative-expressive and pictoral functions, they
are enveloped in a poetic shell. This is particularly true when
describing the bodily beauty of the beloved. These attributive
phrases, where somatisms are the determinatum, correspond to اضافۀ
Розенталь, Д.Э., Теленкова, М.А. Словарь-справочник лингвистических
терминов. Пособие для учителя. 3-е изд., испр. и доп. / Д.Э.Розенталь,
М.А.Теленкова. –Москва: Просвещение, –1985. – 256 s.
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توصیفی. The study showed that a specific lexical layer of epithets
related to somatisms is existed. As a result of systematic analysis of
poetic epithets used with somatisms, was distinguished a lexicalsemantic and stylistic classification, which consists of the most
characteristic 8 thematic groups of epithets with somatism
component: visual, aromatic, taste, sound, color, state, the one which
define the size and the other which define the form.
The tradition of usage of above-mentioned word
compositions is inherent to Khaqani’s quill:
نسر طائر تا لب خندانش دید
(33 طوطی شکرفشان میخواندش
(When Altair saw her smiling lips, / Dulcet parrot was singing for
her).
The third part is called “Comparative system of figures with
somatic components in classic Farsi-language poetry”. The center
of most imaginary figures, which are the product of the poet’s
imagination is a comparison and inherent to imagination figures such
as allegory, metaphors, definitions, symbols and even allegorism or
other types of narration, which can be placed into circle of figures,
which obviously or concealed originate from the same similarity. In
these obvious and concealed similarities somatisms play specific
poetic role. Along with such tropes as metaphor, antithesis and
hyperbole, comparison is included in the group of figures which
compose the “badi” theory - “the study of figures”- and are common
between it and [علم بیانelm-e baya̅n] - the science of rhetoric, or
“science of explanation”, which is an important part of rhetoric علم
[بالغتelm-e bala̅gat]. Definition of «تشبیهtashbih» is given by Rashid
al-din Vatvat in his poetic treaty “حدائق السحر فی دقائق الشعرMagic
Gardens of the Niceties of Poetry” where he gives seven types of this
technique.34
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As an example of traditional expression the following tashbih
with somatic component may be demonstrated:  زلف چون کمندtress
like a lasso; ا برو مانند کمانeyebrow like a lasso;  چهره بسان بتidol-like
face and so on.
بسیار لب چو لعل و زلفین چو مشک
35
در طبل زمین و حقه خاک نهاد
(Lips like lots of spinels, curls like musk, / Put it in the drum of
the earth and to the box of earth).
In Conclusion of the dissertation the scientific and theoretical
conclusions obtained in the course of the research were generalized.
Summarizing the results of the study of the role of somatisms in the
structural-semantic organization of the text in classical Persianlanguaged poetry in the presented dissertation, it can be concluded
that the use of somatisms in artistic poetic speech has a rich literary
tradition. Somatisms, which have a rich content-conceptual potential,
play an important role in the structural-semantic organization of the
poetic text in Persian classical poetry. All the tasks set at the
beginning of the presented scientific work were achieved.
The main provisions of the dissertation were reflected in author’s
publications:
1. Examples of somatic lexicons are widely presented in
Persian explanatory dictionaries (research was conducted on the
basis of explanatory dictionaries Dehkhoda, Moin and Amid).
Dictionaries provide extensive information about the meaning of
each somatism, its place in the lexical system of the Persian
language. The principle of systematic lexicographic description of
somatisms allows us to conclude that this thematic group, which is
part of the lexical composition of the Persian language, is a special
layer with its own characteristics. Some dictionaries also present the
cognitive meaning of somatisms. Dictionaries provide detailed

персидского, исследование и комментарий Чалисовой Н.Ю.–Москва: Наука,
– 1985. – 281 s.
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information on the activities of somatisms and trends in the
development of somatic vocabulary, determine its place and role in
the enrichment of the lexical system of the Persian language.
2. Somatisms can be considered as one of the most
important means of forming new words in Persian word formation.
There are various models of somatism in word creation in Persian. In
the system of word formation, somatisms act as the main nest.
3. In a poetic text, somatisms create synonymous
connections. Somatisms play an important role in enriching the
vocabulary of the Persian language. Due to the richness of meaning
and the diversity of shades, poets often used synonyms to express
their thoughts accurately, to convey the subtlety and emotionality of
meaning. The fact that synonyms belong to the same semantic field
allows poets to avoid repetition and to describe the same event with
shades of thought.
4. Phraseological units with somatic components are typical
for Persian language. They are widely used in classical Persian
poetry, and take an active part in the formation of phraseological
units in Persian. Proverbs and parables with somatisms are
represented by both simple and complex sentences.
5. Poets who used somatisms to describe the beauty of their
lover created a rich system of metaphors. Performing in various fixed
word combinations, having a high frequency of processing: curls,
lips, eyelashes, neck, eyes, stature, forehead, teeth, arms, hands,
body, etc. Somatic names are typical of Persian classical poetry.
Poets widely used the somatism of eye [ چشمcheshm] to
express the feelings of lovers when describing beauty. The eyes are a
unique organ that expresses the physical condition of the soul and
man. Both positive and negative human qualities are expressed
through the eyes: love, deceit, hatred. This somatism is an integral
part of poetic figures such as metaphor, antithesis, incarnation,
repetition. In the poetic text,  چشمsomatism is an integral part of
various constructions, along with adjectives, customs, and pronouns.
When creating a portrait of beauty in classical Persian
literature, the image of eyebrows [ ابروabru] was almost one of the
main features after the description of the eyes. In Sufism, [ ابروabru]
20

"eyebrow" somatism is an indicator of the beautiful face of the
Creator, who calls the hearts of the sages to unity. It can be
emphasized that this somatism is widely used in phraseology and
imitation.
[ دندانdandān] "tooth" somatism is found in terms, in the
creation of the human image, in phraseological combinations, in
metaphors.
[ ُمژهmoje] "eyelash" somatism was used both in singular and
plural form in poetry to create metaphors, epithets, imitations, and in
mystical literature to express the state of salik. The next somatism
distinguished by the frequency studied in the dissertation is [ لبlab]
"lip". This somatism, used in the singular and plural, is widely found
in the creation of metaphors, poetic images, phraseological
combinations, idioms, and terms.
[ زلفzolf] The range of traditional expressions with the "hair"
component is wide, which is a characteristic feature of Persian
classical poetry. [ زلفzolf] The systematization of the main types of
structures that perform the function of "hair" phrases can be
presented as follows: “ اضافه اختصاصیrelaive phrase”, اضافه توصیفی
“descriptive phrase”, “ اضافه ملکیpronominal phrase”, اضافه تشبیهی
“analogy phrase”, “ اضافه استعاریmetaphor phrase”.
Depending on the nature of the nomination object, somatic
names are divided into two types: natural and conventional. Along
with above mentioned natural somatisms should be mentioned
widely used in Persian-languaged worldly and sufi poetry “ ”روحand
““ ”جانspirit” and “soul” somatisms which is reflected in this
research. They act as part of izafa constructions, complex words,
metaphors, various poetic figures, phraseological combinations,
idiomatic expressions.
6. Poetic figures with somatism play an important role in the
structural-semantic organization of the classical poetic text.
Somatisms, their meanings, combinations with other lexemes,
syntactic constructions, their imagery, semantic features create a
special stylistic color in the poetic text. The study of somatisms in
the stylistic system helps to study more deeply the diversity of poets'
individual styles.
21

7. Looking at the illustrative material, it can be concluded
that the repetition of somatisms is one of the brightest elements of
the structural-semantic organization of the poetic text in Persian
classical poetry. Repetition of somatisms is a means of increasing
emotionality, giving a special melody to the text, focusing attention.
Repetition of somatisms in the verse creates a certain rhythm,
harmony and emphasis. The presented scientific work examines
lexical and syntactic repetitions. Based on somatisms in Persian
classical poetry such syntactic forms as anaphora, epiphora,
simploka, anadiplosis(epanstrofa) can be formed. and are proved to
be characteristic for it. In the structural-semantic organization of the
text, poetic figures based on the repetition of somatisms should also
be noted.
8. Epithets, which are artistic definitions, based on the
poetic richness of the classical Persian language, emphasize the most
important features of somatisms and make them poetic. Among the
epithets that define somatisms, adjectives predominate. They are
structurally simple or complex, and come in a variety of thematic
groups that represent volume, shape, smell, sound, and color.
9. The studied poetic examples show that somatisms are
involved in the main types of allegory, such as " مطلقabsolute",
" مشروطconditional", " "کنایاتsarcastic ",  "تسویتequalizing ", "عکس
opposite ". This indicates the wide semantic possibilities of that word
layer. An extensive system of metaphors is built on them.
Linguopoetic study of somatisms once again confirms that they play
an important role in the structural-semantic organization of the poetic
text.
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